
How to Seek Monetary Claims in Japan (text)  

 

Hello,  everyone.  I  am Shogo Yamagami,  an attorney at law in Japan.  

We often accept cases where foreign clients want to seek compensat ion against Japanese 

companies or Japanese people in Japan.  

In such cases,  we basically recommend that f irstly we lawyers send a legal letter to the 

opposing party  to seek compensation  and to start negotiations.  

I f  we can settle the cases in such a negotiation stage,  it  is  faster to solve the cases than 

l itigation and the client can save some costs.   

Generally we give a deadline to pay the compensation or to reply  in this letter.   

I f  the opposing party does not pay or does not reply within the deadline,  the cli ent needs 

to consider whether l itigation shall  be initiated or not.  

 

To win the case in court,  evidence is necessary  except “ judgment by default ” ,  that  means 

that the defendant’s absence  in court and the defendant does not respond . 

Identically,  it  is  better that the clients gather and keep evidence before the lawyers start  

negotiations.  

For example,  i f  your case is regarding a contract with a Japanese company, the written 

contract is  very important evidence.    

So I  think it  is  also better that the clients consult lawyers on how to get  evidence before 

negotiation.  

 

Even in the negotiation stage and the l itigation stage,  basically foreign cl ients do not 

need to stay in Japan if  the cl ients hire Japanese lawyers.   

Japanese lawyers take action on behalf  of  the clients even in court or out of  court.   

But towards the end of l i t igation,  i f  the Japanese court will  have examination s,  this 

means that it  is  an interview of parties  and witnesses,  the person in charge of parties or 

witnesses shall  attend the Japanese court.  We are so sorry that nowadays Japanese 

courts basically do not accept online examinations.  

 

In some countries,  an arbitration is more common than litigation.  

However,  in Japan, l it igation is common and almost no one uses international 

arbitration.  Because I think Japanese judges  are so fair  and creditable,  and generally 

court fees are cheaper than arbitration fees.   

But please note that these  court fees do not include lawyer ’s fees.  

 

Thank you very much for your reading this website .  

 

 



Please Note:  Your use of  this website  is  governed by the laws of  Japan and any dispute 

arising out  of  or in connection with the use of  any information or materials from this  video 

shall  be subject  to  the exclusive jurisdiction of  the Tokyo District  Court in  Japan. Our 

services shall  be  provided in Japan only.  We do not guarantee any courts  or  any  authorit ies 

make decisions same as this  website .  We do not assume and accept any responsibil i ty or 

l iabi l ity regarding this  website .  


